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The Midwest CARP Chapters, Chicago, Grand Rapids, and Indianapolis, brought together 25 participants 

for a weekend retreat in Camp KOHOE in Benton Harbor, Michigan last weekend from January 9 to 11. 

The theme of the retreat was "Becoming a Global Citizen" inspired by CARP Founder Rev. Sun Myung 

Moon's autobiography. 

 

We utilized the HyoJeong Promise as a framework for CARP members to become a global citizen by first 

developing a personal and living relationship with God, devoting oneself for the sake of marriage and 

family, and then impacting the world in a positive way. Lectures were given throughout the three days by 

Gerry Servito, affectionately known as Uncle Gerry, and Pastor Josue Kisile of Grand Rapids. 

 

 
 

The first HyoJeong Promise, as shared by Uncle Gerry, was sectioned into two parts: "Who is God?" and 

"Who am I to God?" This helped participants to understand who God is and ourselves as His children. 

Uncle Gerry helped them to understand that God is our parent who loves all his children and that we 

should all treat each other as brothers and sisters because we have a mutual parent in God. 

 

To invite God in and set intentions throughout the workshop, several activities were planned. Participants 



 

 

took part in a prayer walk and were asked to pick someone to forgive and write it on a piece of paper to 

have burned to offer up any past forms of hurt and/or anger. Then, participants reflected on their 

intentions for the retreat and shared their action steps with their teams. To better understand themselves as 

a unique embodiment of God, participants also created "This is Me" boards, reflecting on and expressing 

who they are through arts and crafts. The first day was exciting with many opportunities to meet new 

people and lots of activities. 

 

One brother named Jules Muhizi from Grand Rapids shared that this opportunity to share and interact 

answered many of the questions he had. He was raised Catholic but had only been Catholic in name until 

the day he was saved in high school. Despite finding his faith, he had a lot of questions. He never felt that 

those questions would overturn his faith but would only continue to strengthen them over time. That first 

night, he had the opportunity to ask these questions to others from different Christian backgrounds and 

was able to hear the perspective of all of them. He felt that his faith was strengthened by asking these 

questions and from the lectures during the day. 

 

 
 

On the second day, we continued onto the second HyoJeong Promise, which was given by Josue. He used 

the CARP Curriculum, "Love and Sexuality" and "Marriage and Family," as a framework to understand 

the value of purity and upholding its integrity for the sake of one's future marriage and family. After the 

lectures, there was a panel with Uncle Gerry, Josue, Mr. and Mrs. Jesper and Soogin Ogden. Participants 

got to hear many testimonies about marriages and marriage preparation during this panel. 

 

Afterwards, the participants brainstormed action steps to overcome challenges in their current 

relationships in a guided reflective activity. They were then put to the test through wall-sits to solidify 

their commitment to those relationships. It was difficult to maintain seriousness in the beginning, but by 

15 minutes, participants were determined to keep themselves against the wall until the end. With much 

support for one another, they made it through 21 min of wall-sits. The night ended with sharing gratitude 

points, with many appreciating each other and their experiences. 

 

On the third day, we were unexpectedly met with mud and rain. Due to the rain from the previous night, 

an Amazon delivery truck got stuck in the mud during breakfast. The brothers were asked to help push the 

truck out of the mud. It turned out to be a great opportunity to practice what they read in the morning 

about setting goals for the sake of the world to become global citizens. After many failed attempts, their 

spirit and determination got the truck out. Although the schedule got delayed, it was a beautiful moment 

to see the brothers celebrating after working together and helping someone in need. 

 

Afterwards, we finished with the third HyoJeong Promise by Uncle Gerry. Participants learned about 

using their passions and unique gifts from God to make a positive impact on the world to ultimately 

become a global citizen. They reflected on goals for the coming year and challenges or fears they may 

face in pursuing them. Individuals were given a wooden board and were asked to write their goals on one 

side and obstacles on the other. Afterwards, each person declared their goals and obstacles in front of the 

audience and broke the boards as a declaration to achieve those goals. Everyone was supportive of each 

other, and some people even chose to break two or even three boards at once. 



 

 

 

At the end, Josue concluded the retreat, stating that the purpose of CARP isn't to convert people but rather 

"to turn people into better Christians, better Muslims, better Buddhists, etc. to strengthen their 

relationships with our Heavenly Parent and build the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." After concluding the 

retreat, everyone went to enjoy time together through bowling before parting ways. 

 

Testimonies: 

 

"My second CARP retreat was wonderful, and I ended up being a team leader instead of a participant this 

time. I loved hearing their experiences and their journeys of faith and spirituality. This was a highlight of 

mine. Another is that I was given the chance to strengthen and stretch my ability to love others as a team 

leader. I practiced patience, trusting my gut, and thinking outside the box. Overall I had a fun time, more 

than last time. I also gained more clarity and confidence in my faith thanks to our speakers Uncle Gerry 

Servito and Josue Kisile. It was a nice way to start off year 2020." - K.M. (Minneapolis, MN) 

 

  
 

"Firstly, I would like to say thank you to our community for making this retreat a reality. Whether that 

was our sisters who organized the weekend, the council members who helped finance the expenses, 

everyone who participated in Indiana, and all the prayers, support, and love from our community I thank 

you for allowing me to have a wonderful and meaningful experience. 

 

One of the greatest gifts I have ever received this past weekend was being able to meet other people with 

different backgrounds and beliefs and interact with them. The opportunity to openly share our different 

perspectives is rare in my circle of influences so I am very glad to have attended this retreat. That is why I 

personally do my best to attend any chance I get to explore more about my faith or challenge my values. 

 

This retreat was also very impactful thanks to our speakers, Josue Kisile and Dr. Gerry Servito. We are so 

blessed to have such knowledgeable and passionate brothers to share their wisdom, faith, and principles 

as the treasure that must be shared to others. Through them, I was able to substantially see the fruits of our 

principles and how applicable they can be in our lives. Conceptually I understood our teachings, but this 

retreat helped me see what those teachings are in the flesh. 

 

Overall, I gained a lot more about myself and how much more I am looking forward to growing even 

better/faster as a public citizen for others and more importantly myself. I have learned that I have been 

extremely selfish and not taking care of myself as well so I will be using the tools and teachings from this 

retreat to have a better year and a great 2020 for myself. 

 

Thank you once more to all those in charge and in support to make this retreat a reality and I look forward 

to everyone's continuous support for these events to be successful." - N.N. (IUPUI) 

 

"This retreat was an incredible turning point for me. From an organizer's perspective, there were many 

moments of losing control of the steering wheel that I had become so obsessed with holding onto the past 

year. We had to constantly adjust the schedule, a number of participants didn't show up, and an Amazon 

van got stuck in the mud. Nonetheless, it was in these moments that God worked to bring people together 

to provide them with the experiences of love and inclusivity. " Y.I. (IUPUI) 

 

"Before I came here, I was an agnostic. When I was younger, I would pray every night, but one day I 

stopped. I could not justify the reason. I could not convince myself that God existed. But then, Uncle 

Gerry said these words that changed my whole perspective. 'God is a parent.' That is a very powerful 

statement to me. Then, I slowly think back to all the questions I had, and it just made sense. It clicked. 



 

 

Like, every thought of doubt that I had in my mind, it just dissolved. I could relate to how people worship 

God. I'm a pretty scientific person and I wasn't religious, so I asked a lot of questions before. But now I 

understand. I think throughout these whole 3 days, 2 night experience, I feel my life is changing. I am 

excited for what is coming up, and I can't wait to see where I will be in the future." - P.H. (IUPUI) 

 

 
 

"I came because I was invited by Josue. I was indecisive about coming at first, but I am glad I came! I got 

the chance to meet new people, socialize and have fun. I learned a lot of important things about God and 

religion that I didn't know before and that meant a lot to me. I'm very interested to learn more. This helps 

me have a better understanding of God and how serious and meaningful it is to have a relationship with 

him in our life." A.B. (GRCC) 

 

"I came to CARP Camp not knowing exactly what it was. It took me a while to settle in and get used to 

the environment. But a huge encouragement was meeting genuine people driven by their faith and 

ambition to help others. It is not often you find a group of like-minded individuals, especially ones that 

are young adults. I learned a lot about what true love is and how we can be a living example of God's love 

for us." P.B. (GRCC) 

 

 
 



HOM WHY TH HJ PROMI? MAK TH PROMI TTIMONIAL

 



 The Hyojeong Promise

Ho Jeong i the korean word for “filial piet” 
which encompae the deep longing of 

each human eing to e one with the heart 
of God. Through the heart of Ho Jeong we 

live a life aed on the three element of the 
Ho Jeong Promie.

The Promise

 



A living, thriving,
peronal relationhip
with God, m Heavenl
Parent
We elieve that at the core of our
identit lie one undeniale truth: we
are each a on or daughter of God, our
Heavenl Parent.

Integrit, purit and
fidelit for the ake of m

marriage and famil
Wh i it that o few of u are ale to
uild marriage that lat? We elieve
that the root of thi iue tem from

our general approach to life, which i to
look toward other to make u happ.
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LARN MOR

Poitivel impacting
humanit and the world
around me
We live in a world that promote a “me
firt” mentalit. ut if each of u onl
thought aout our own need, where
would that leave everone ele? Our
world i made etter  thoe who
elflel give to other and uild a
righter future for thoe who will come
after them
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 The Hyo Jeong 
Promise

Ho Jeong i the irreitile, untoppale deire to 

ring happine to m Heavenl Parent. Thoe who 

make the Ho Jeong Promie are detined to lead 

live in which the eek to erve their Heavenl Parent 

efore eing aked. The are the people who are 

moved to remed God’ woe  ringing healing to 

God’ eloved children. The are the generation of 

oung people who go eond the call of dut to 

 



uild peace at ever level of ociet.

My 
Heavenly 
Parent

My 
Marriage

My Impact 
on Humanity

 



piritual
Fulfillment
through m
Heavenl Parent

We elieve that at the
core of our identit lie
one undeniale truth:
we are each a on or
daughter of God, our
Heavenl Parent. With
that truth a a firm
foundation we are ale
to look at all apect
of life with a clearer
undertanding. Our
generation i looking
for purpoe and
meaning; a light to
lead them in the right
direction. That light i
our relationhip with
our Heavenl Parent.

When we ditance
ourelve from our
Heavenl Parent we
find ourelve in
ituation which are
confuing and feel a
if the lead nowhere.
However, when we take
time to nurture and
nourih our
relationhip with our
Heavenl Parent we
find ourelve creating
jo and fulfillment in
our everda life.

 inveting in a living,
thriving and peronal
relationhip with our
Heavenl Parent we
egin to mirror God,
ecome one with God,
and ecome like God.

uilding m
happ famil
tart with M

Wh i it that o few of
u are ale to uild
marriage that lat?
We elieve that the
root of thi iue
tem from our
general approach to
life, which i to look
toward other to
make u happ. When
challenge arie in our
relationhip we are
often too quick to
point the finger
intead of looking
within. We avoid the
pain of admitting our
fault and growing our
character. ut the
thing i, our truggle
don’t diappear after
marriage. If anthing
the are onl
magnified.

ut imagine for a
econd how different
marriage could e if
we took reponiilit
for our character flaw
and worked to
improve them efore
getting married. A
reult, when
miundertanding,
fight and difficult
topic arie in our
marriage we will have
the maturit, the
patience and the
diligence to work
through them and
grow our relationhip.

A Generation
that Put
Humanit Firt

We live in a world that
promote a “me firt”
mentalit. ut if each
of u onl thought
aout our own need,
where would that
leave everone ele?
Our world i made
etter  thoe who
elflel give to
other and uild a
righter future for
thoe who will come
after them. We want to
promote thi attitude
and ecome a
generation that put
other efore
ourelve.

How do we do that?
Good quetion! 
keeping the igger
picture of humanit in
the forefront of our
mind at all time. It
mean that we think
on a gloal cale when
we conider what
field we educate
ourelve in, how we
pend our mone and
in what wa we
interact with thoe
around u. It mean
we get involved in
caue that inpire u
and raie awarene
for thoe who can’t
peak for themelve.
It mean we willingl
and jofull give our
time, energ and
reource to effort

 



and ecome like God.
What etter
foundation for all
area of our life than
to ecome like our
Heavenl Parent?

o, what i the ke to
uilding a happ
marriage? It’ imple.
It’ me. ringing m
et elf to m future
marriage. And how do
we ecome the et
verion of ourelve?
We need to put in the
hard work of
committing to
ecoming a peron of
integrit, practicing
purit o we can have
fidelit in our future
marriage. We want to
ecome the et
verion of ourelve
for the ake of our
future poue.

reource to effort
that invet in
humanit and the
world around u.

The eaut of thi
practice i that in the
end we are all taking
care of each other. The
circle never end. We
take care of each
other ecaue each of
u hare a Heavenl
Parent which make
each and ever one of
u rother and iter
and one famil under
God.

MT OTHR WHO HAV MAD TH
PROMI

MAK TH PROMI
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Keietu
New Jere
21

Love plaing port and muic and
feel that hi pirit animal i an owl.

I elieve thi promie repreent the
highet value that anod can trive
for in their life. I made thi promie
ecaue I elieve thi commitment can
have a lating impact to m future
poue, m famil, m communit and
eond.

Ga
California

24

ig iter of 3, love nature,
photograph and meaningful

converation

The wa I ee it, thi promie i what'
mot important in living life and what

we are meant to do. Making thi
promie renew m pirit, reminding

me of what' mot important to me in
m life now and the life I want to live in

the future.

Marcu
Nevada
24
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MAK TH PROMI

Love litening to all tpe of muic and
making hi own muic & rap

Thi promie i aout making a new
eginning and letting go of the pat. To
me it mean overcoming m aggage
and moving eond m fear.I made
thi promie o I could commit to
growing and ecoming omeone m
future poue can e proud of.
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I am devoted to:

A living, thriving, peronal relationhip with 
God, m Heavenl Parent

Integrit, purit and fidelit for the ake of m 
marriage and famil

Poitivel impacting humanit and the world 
around me

Name *

Firt Name Lat Name

mail *

Where are ou from? *

State or country if outside the US

What' our age? *

UMIT
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xcited to e part of the 
HJ Promie movement? 

We'd love to feature "wh" 
ou made thi promie on 

our Intagram and 
Faceook page!

SHARE WHY YOU MADE THE PROMISE HERE!

Follow us!
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